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More than a furniture company, LAZZONI is here to design your entire living space and offer you the best space-saving solutions with our modular pieces and complementary interior designer service.
MONY offers a unique design with its chic appearance, comfortable seat system and with many configurations. You can design and customize MONY, which defies years with its high-quality workmanship as well as its modern design, according to the sizes of your living space.
As shown: $9970
Starting from: $3225

LOVI
A pleasant sitting system!
In addition to its refined design, LOVI offers the opportunity to create a wide sitting area with its dynamic backrest mechanism unique to LAZZONI.
With its fine arm lines, LOVI adds a dynamism to your living space with an elegant touch.
Sportive lines of PANNA Sofa appear as the reflection of its modern style. While its dynamic back and arm mechanisms, supporting its chic and aesthetic style, are offering a comfortable sitting, it can also be used as a bed.

As shown $7685
As shown below $7685

$5210
Starting from $2455
MILDA Sofa allows you to place its cushions just behind your head and neck thanks to the mechanism located on the back side. Offering a comfortable and neck supporting sitting area by increasing seating depth after unfolding the sitting part. MILDA has different sizes available according to your living space. Furthermore, its high feet make cleaning easier.
MET Sofa invites you to experience the unique combination of durable structure and comfortable seating thanks to its dynamic head and neck support. With its minimalist lines, it will be the first choice of the people who want both simple and elegant styles!
By containing every detail of modern and elegant styles, MIX creates a new touch with every combination and offers different experiences in your house.

As shown $8835
Starting from $3195

As shown $7170
As shown $3860
Starting from $2945

As shown $6630

IKON

While thin arm lines are adding elegance to the product, its soft texture also ensures to keep comfort and ease at the maximum level.

IKON Sofa, which will easily adapt to your home with its fabric alternatives, will be the star of your living spaces!
As shown above $12675
As shown on right $7060
Starting from $2935

GOLA

Solid legs, all-round piping, one super comfortable seating cushion.
GOLA Gola embraces wood with minimal design.

As shown $5580
As shown above $7760
As shown on left $4505
Starting from $2675

While conforming easily with your living space thanks to its geometric and plain lines, BIKOM Sofa offers you and your loved ones the most comfortable sitting throughout the day.

As shown $5990
We interpreted classical Chester into MODERN CHESTER, which stays loyal to its origins thanks to its quilted details and solid wood legs, now has a new form suitable for modern living spaces with its thinned armrest and base.

As shown on top $1555
Starting from $1505
As shown below $4795
Starting from $3855
With its large toss pillows for the backside, plain form and modern appearance, BIBLIO is waiting for you for a pleased sitting... BIBLIO will be a part of your home as a functional product that can be expanded to a bed and with its wide textile base.
As shown: $4905
Starting from: $2365

Linear and plain lines of VETRO Sofa reflect its chic style whereas its wide sitting area reflects its comfort. Its capability to transform into a bed and wide bed base make it inevitable for your living space.
As shown $4270
Starting from $2145

Gain freedom in your living space by removing the armrests of KEMA Sofa! You can transform your sofa into a comfortable bed within seconds thanks to its mechanism manufactured exclusively for LAZZONI.

As shown $2355
ENA $1315
LANDE $1465
With its elegant wooden legs supporting its perfect design and surface options that suit most of your living spaces, FLY Table will be the star of your home with its aesthetic stand.

As shown $7595
Starting from $3295
PIETRA Table provides durability and aesthetic appearance in combination while allowing you to create the most pleasant compositions in your living space with its surface alternatives. It also does not compromise from its durable structure that defies the years.
TILIA is designed for modern living spaces with its both elegant and durable metal legs. Thanks to its different size options, you can select the most suitable alternative for your living space and you can either prefer its circular version for narrow spaces or rectangle version for wide and spacious areas.
You can either select expandable version of RAENA Table, which will be in harmony with other furniture of your living space thanks to its chic style, and enjoy crowded nights with your loved ones or select the fixed version and have a practical solution for narrow and small spaces.

As shown: $4000
Starting from: $1705
While accompanying its expandable version, TERRA Table also offers chic solutions for narrow spaces with its fixed version. TERRA, which will easily adopt to your living space with its surface alternatives, is the best choice for a pleasant dinner or a nice breakfast.

As shown: $1165
Starting from: $985
While making life easy for you with its wide internal volume, OCEAN Sideboard makes an addition to your home’s unique texture with its various surface alternatives. You can add depth to your living space and complete your decoration by placing a mirror on this sideboard.

Starting from $1285

REFLECTIVE, which we designed by being inspired from the innovations of modern age, does not only provide a wide storage area, but will also complement the visual integrity that you look for in your living space with its chic structure presented by its sliding door.

As shown $2335
Starting from $2335
Lazzoni modular TV units are easy to combine as you wish and can be designed according to your needs. All TV units have color and texture options suitable for your decoration and add a stylish touch to your home.

**TV UNITS**

**LINEAR**
$7055

**PLUS**
$2730

**BARCODE**
$4425

**MIRROR**
$3575
Entirely representing modern design, HEXA Bed creates an innovative ambiance in your bedroom with its geometric headboard and perfect workmanship. In addition to the bed base offering a wide storage area, this bed also adds dynamism to your bedroom with its ambiance lights.

As shown above  $3685

As shown below  $5700

Starting from   $3275
Be ready to witness your sleeping area transforms into a magical environment with geometric and balanced headboard and chic style of ISTANBUL Bed.

As shown $4165
Starting from $2785

DOUBLE Bed, the perfect harmony of wood and fabric, will meet both your decorative preferences and your storage area requirements with its options with and without bedside and stand and felt-sheled headboard alternatives.

As shown on left $2475
As shown below $2635
Starting from $1995
Starting from $1995
In addition to a pleasant sleep, GEMA Bed does also provide head-neck support with its dynamic mechanism manufactured exclusively for LAZZONI.

As shown $4375

Starting from $4375

With its clean lines and chic style, TUTA Bed brings a natural feel to your sleeping area. This natural curved headboard is complemented with built-in LED reading lights. TUTA comes in various options with and without the storage base.

As shown $1485

Starting from $1485
TREVO

TREVO Bed does not only offer a comfortable sleep, but also a pleasant sitting to relieve the tiredness of your day by laying down thanks to the cushions on its headboard.

As shown $1925

Starting from $1715

MONNO

Providing a chic appearance with quilted details on its headboard, MONNO Bed has various headboard sizes and alternative models with or without bed base.

As shown $2125

Starting from $1575
You can arrange the interior space of SPLIT Wardrobe, which offers several drawer and shelf options designed in different styles, in any way you want and make it suitable for your daily needs.
QUICKSHIP PROGRAM

Quantities and fabrics may vary. Please refer to lazzoni.com for most updated availability and for more information.
**TREVO**

**QUEEN SIZE**
- W: 65.35" D: 32.84" H: 37.4"
- $2565

**KING SIZE**
- W: 81.5" D: 32.84" H: 37.4"
- $2785

**M63 OCEAN**
- $415

**DOUBLE**

**QUEEN SIZE**
- W: 88.58" D: 86.61" H: 39.45"
- $3195

**KING SIZE**
- W: 104.72" D: 86.61" H: 39.45"
- $3525

**STONE SINGLE**
- W: 36.22" D: 20.39" H: 13.98"
- $325

Colors available:
- Smoke Mocha
### TUTA

#### Make-Up Table
- Wood: Walnut & Mocha
- Dimensions: W: 49.61" D: 20.47" H: 46.85"
- Price: $1095

#### Ocean S Dresser
- Wood: Smoke & Mocha
- Dimensions: W: 46.01" D: 23.67" H: 37.7"
- Price: $1185

#### Ocean T Dresser
- Wood: Smoke & Mocha
- Dimensions: W: 25.62" D: 23.67" H: 43.77"
- Price: $1010

#### Ocean S Dresser (Wide)
- Wood: Smoke & Mocha
- Price: $1255

#### Stone Dresser
- Wood: Walnut & Smoke
- Dimensions: W: 92" D: 23.67" H: 27.7"
- Price: $1145

#### Stone T Narrow
- Wood: Smoke & Mocha
- Dimensions: W: 23.62" D: 20.47" H: 43.77"
- Price: $955

#### Stone T Wide
- Wood: Smoke & Mocha
- Dimensions: W: 31.5" D: 20.47" H: 43.77"
- Price: $1015

#### Stone S Dresser
- Wood: Smoke & Mocha
- Price: $1255
**TERRA**

- **W** 66.93/84.6"
- **D** 37.4"
- **H** 29.53"
- **Smoke Mocha**
- **$1,165**

---

**RAENA**

- **W** 70.87/110.2"
- **D** 39.37"
- **H** 27.95"
- **Smoke Mocha**
- **$2,735**
GRAND
W: 41.73”
D: 41.73”
H: 14.96”
$1215

AMORE
W: 42.91”
D: 39.37”
H: 14.57”
$1235

GLAMOUR
W: 42.91”
D: 38.98”
H: 14.57”
$1485

AMADA
W: 42.91”
D: 39.37”
H: 14.57”
$1235

Sahara Noir

LEGO CUBE L
W: 51.18”
D: 31.05”
H: 13.39”
$1015

Micro Sandro White

ARIEL TV UNIT
W: 80.31”
D: 20.67”
H: 20.67”
$1405

Smoke Mocha

ROCCO
W: 39.37”
D: 39.37”
H: 11.81”
$685

Smoke

STONE TV UNIT
W: 60.24”
D: 20.47”
H: 11.81”
$1370

Walnut Smoke
ONE SOFA MANY LAYOUTS

All our designs can be tailor-made for your home. Customizing the width, depth and even the height is an option.
Visit lazzoni.com to see endless options.
Well thought projects we undesign many prestigious hotel, residence and office projects and continue to introduce our high quality services to the entire world.
We are LAZZONI and LAZZONI is much more than a furniture design house. It is a contemporary boulevard of ideas, inspiration and good will that transforms spaces into homes. We acknowledge that every home is different, carrying that individual touch and feel, unique in every one of us. This is why we put an extra emphasis on creating interiors that nurture human wellness and embody a personal sanctuary.
GROWING IN THE STATES
48,000 Square Meter Production Facility

We produce with Carb2/EPA particle boards with low formaldehyde emission, which have EPA Certificate issued by US Environmental Protection Agency.

Lazzoni pays attention to human health and, for this purpose, it uses products with CARB2 (California Air Resources Board Phase 2) certificate, showing that formaldehyde emission level of wooden boards is at the minimum level.

Prioritizing the environmental awareness, Lazzoni pays attention to proper and legal use of forest resources and therefore it works with suppliers, certified by FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) of Germany.

Lazzoni performs all of its operations through an effective and reliable quality management system while offering products and services to its customers. This system is certified by Bureau Veritas BV, an internationally accredited organization.

Located at Vicenza Italy, founded in 1958, Gruppo Mastrotto is the world’s leading group in manufacturing leather for upholstery, automotive, and aviation industries.

Lazzoni uses water-based, certified paints, which are proven as non-carcinogenic and environment and human health friendly, produced by ICRO Coatings, Italy, in its products.

The Hettich is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of furniture fittings. The company’s headquarters are located in the western Westphalian town of Kirchlengern, Germany.

The Häfele Group is a German family enterprise with its head office in Nagold, Germany. Häfele is the leading international manufacturer and supplier of furniture fittings and architectural hardware, with customers in more than 150 countries.